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GENERALIZED PSEUDO-HERMITIAN OPERATORS

BRIAN KRITT

Abstract. An operator in a Banach space is called generalized

pseudo-hermitian if it is a generalized scalar in the sense of Foiaç

(i.e., admits a spectral distribution) and has a real spectrum. In

this paper this class of operators is characterized by the condition

that the real exponential group generated by such an operator has

polynomial growth in the uniform operator norm.

Introduction. An extension of the theory of spectral operators was

made by Foias [l], who introduced the class of operators in Banach

spaces which in lieu of spectral measures admit spectral distributions.

On the other hand Kantorovitz [3] considered scalar operators in

Banach space with real spectrum, which he called pseudo-hermitian.

For the case of reflexive Banach spaces he characterized these opera-

tors, which are analogous to selfadjoint operators in Hilbert space,

by certain analytical conditions on the real exponential group

{eiiA; ÇER1} generated by such an operator. In this paper we con-

sider the class of operators in Banach space which are generalized

scalars in the sense of Foias and have real spectrum. Such operators

we call generalized pseudo-hermitian (g.p.h.). We extend the results

of Kantorovitz by establishing the following criterion: a bounded

linear operator A in a Banach space is g.p.h. if and only if the real

exponential group it generates satisfies a condition

\\e*Á\\ =C(1+ | {| )*       for all { E R1

for some positive integer N and C> 0, where || || denotes the operator

norm. This condition is more elementary in form than those of

Kantorovitz, a simplification which we attribute to the relaxation of

the structural requirements on the resolution of the identity.

1. Preliminaries. By a spectral distribution (cf. [l], [4]) we mean a

linear correspondence <f>-^T^ between complex test functions 0 from

the space £)(i?2) of Schwartz and bounded linear operators in a

Banach space X which is continuous with respect to the usual

topology of 3D(i?2) and the uniform operator topology, and satisfies

the additional conditions:

(a) T^,= T^TH for all <l>i, 02G2D(i?2).
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(b) T has compact support.

(c) 7^ = 7 (identity operator in X) for any test function <pES)(R2)

which is identically 1 near the support of T.

A bounded linear operator A in X is said to admit the spectral

distribution T if T# = A for any test function <pE 2D(i?2) which satisfies

the condition <j>(\) =X near the support of T. In this case we write

T\ = A. An operator which admits a spectral distribution is called

a generalized scalar. For such an operator, Foias proved (Proposition

1 of [l]) the relation spectrum(^4) =support(T) for any spectral

distribution T which A admits. As stated in the introduction, we de-

fine an operator to be generalized pseudo-hermitian (g.p.h.) if it is

a generalized scalar and has a real spectrum.

We immediately present an example to show that this class of

operators is nondegenerate, even in Hilbert space. Let X be the

Sobolev space W1 ■*((), 1) (cf. [5, p. 55]), and let A be the operator of

multiplication by the independent variable of functions in Wli2(0, 1).

Then A admits the spectral distribution T given by the formula

7Y=*-/ for all fEW^iO, 1) and each 0GSD(i?2), where <£ is the
restriction of <p to the interval (0, 1). Furthermore support(T)

= [0, l]=spectrum(^4), so A is g.p.h. But A is not a scalar operator

since this would imply, according to Theorem 5 of [3],

||e*'H| ¿ M < oo        for all £ G R1

and for some M>0; whereas for the unit vector fEW1¡2(0,1) defined

by/(|) = 1 for all £G (0, 1) we have the estimate

\\e*A\\ = lk'U/l|i.2 = ll«*<0l|w - (1 +  I £|2)1/2-

2. Characterization of g.p.h. operators.

Main Theorem. Let A be a bounded linear operator in a Banach

space X. Then (a) A g.p.h. implies there is a positive integer N and a

OO such that

(i) \\e*Á\\ ¿CÍÍ+ \t\)N      for all £ G Rl-

(b) If A satisfies an estimate of the form of (i), then A is g.p.h.

PROOF, (a) Assume A admits the spectral distribution T with

support(T) = spectrum(^4)C7?1. Then we have the decomposition

A =H+Q, where the commuting operators 77 and Q are defined by

H=Trb\, Q = Tnm\. Re X and Im X denote the real and imaginary

parts of X. Since the power series for ei{Re x converges together with all

derived series uniformly for X near support(r), we have
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ei(B = re,tRex       for each £ E Rl.

If K is a compact neighborhood of support(r), then there is a C>0

and a positive integer N such that for all cp E C°'(R2) we have

|| r,|| ¿CE sup I D°4>\
Malí   K

where a=(«i, a2) is a bi-index, |a| =01+02, Da = d^/(dxi)al(dx2)m

(cf. [2, p. 11]). Thus we have the estimate

(Ü)

N

\e*H\\ ̂ C  ¿Z sup I £>V^|   = C 2 sup
aai

(,t£ii

(dx,)0

The function / defined by/(xi, x2) =/(X) = (ix2)N+l vanishes, together

with all derivatives of order ¿N, on R1. By an extension to the

operator-valued case of Theorem 1.5.4 of [2], we get QN+1 = T/ = 0.

Thus

(iii) 8*0      =
f mh
fi=0 1!

N t\h

sE-^HIell'
*-o    hi

Combining (ii) and (iii) we get

\\eiiA\\   = \\eWe ■M|IS{c.5|{|"}-{|iifii*}
from which an estimate of the form (i) is an immediate consequence,

(b) Assume A satisfies the estimate (i). For each xEX, x*EX* de-

fine a function/x,1* of one complex variable by the formula

(iv) /„.*•(£ + tij) = x*ei^+i"'>Ax.

This function is entire, and, for all ¡t+in,

I /«.*•(* + iv)\   ¡S I * I   I * I C(l + I « I )Ne" "MU
^ |x*| |x|C(l+ If + iijI^eWlwil.

By the Paley-Wiener Theorem (Theorem 1.7.7 of [2]), we conclude

that fx,x* is the Fourier-Laplace transform of a distribution ux,x*

G2D'(i?x) with support contained in the interval [ —1|^4||, +||^4||].

This means

(v)

and

f.At + iv) - «..«.(¿-«H^CO)
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(Vi) UZ,X.(<P) = (1/2*) f fsAQK-Q dt

for each <pE^>(R1), where $ is the Fourier transform of fa From these
relations is derived the following estimate :

| u.X4>) |  £ C/2t\ x*\ I x\ {| (1 + | (.)| r+2*(-(0) |.}

(vii) f ,    ,
•       (1+ U|)-2áf.

J r!

There is a bounded linear operator S¿, for each 0GSD(i?1)) such that

(viii) x*Sj,x = uXtX*i<p)       for all x E X,   x* E X*.

In fact, 5 is defined by the (Bochner) integral

-/:
e*Afa£)d£

where $=<p.

For *GSD(i?2), define an operator T$ by the formula T^, = S^ where

<p~ is the restriction to 721 of the function fa defined by faÇK) =*(—X).

The correspondence <p—*T^ is linear, and by (vii) and (viii) a

continuous mapping of 2D(i?2) into the ring of bounded operators in

X. For*i, faE£>iR2), and xEX, x*EX*, we have

x*TMtx = x*S-^tx = (1/2t) f x*e**xifa-fayi-t) <f|

= (1/2tt)2 f **««%(# *<fé)(-í) ¿í
J R1

= (l/2x)2 f  # f  dffarVM *#(-{ - f)#(f)|
-V        J R1

= (1/2*)2 f d{ f #{**«*» *#(-| - f)*î(f)î
J Bi     J Bi

(by the Fubini Theorem)

= (1/2tt)s Í* Jf f ^{x*e-'îV^^î(-T/)052(f)}

(where i7 = £+f)

= (1/2tt)2 J^df |x*e-*^2(f) J iei^xfa(-v)dv\
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(since the interior integral exists in the sense of Bochner)

= x*T^ |(l/2x) J i •«*«#(-,)*, |

Or summarizing, T^.4,1 = T4,1.4,2=T^iT4>1 for all <pi, (foESDCR2).

Furthermore, support(T) is contained in the real interval [ —||v4||,

+ 11^41| ], and if <p is a test function identically 1 on the support of T,

then x *T¿x = uXfX*(<¡>) =fx,x*(0) =x*x by (iv) and (v), so Tt = I.

Hence T is a spectral distribution with real support, so that it is

only left to show that A admits T. But

d d
x*Ax = — i — x*e*Ax|{_o = — i—fx.x* |{-o;*-o

di, d£

= uxJ - i — <r*<-> )        = «,,«.(--£) = «*.«•(*) = x*T\X.
\ d| /I {-0

Hence A is g.p.h.

3. Applications.

Theorem 2. 7/ ^4 and B are commuting g.p.h. operators in a Banach

space, then A+B is g.p.h.

Proof. Since ||e*(A+s)|| g||e*4|| ||e*s||, the conclusion follows

directly from the Main Theorem.

Theorem 3. If A is a g.p.h. operator in a Banach space, then so is A2.

Proof. As in the proof of (a) of the Main Theorem, let A =H+Q.

Then A2 = H2 + 2HQ+Q2. Since the operators 2HQ and Q2 are nil-

potent, it is enough to show that ||e*Ä2|| has a polynomial bound

(cf. proof of (a)). Since eiiH — Tei(oie»*, we have

N

|e*ff2|| â C  ¿Z sup | L»e**l|   = C ¿2 sup
a«

(dxiY

For each «i, supx| (dn/(dxi)n)eilXl\ is clearly  bounded  by a poly-

nomial in | ? |.

Theorem 4. If A and B are commuting g.p.h. operators in a Banach

space, then AB is g.p.h.

Proof. This follows from Theorems 2 and 3 and the relation

2AB = (A+B)2-A2-B2.
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